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Why this conference?

Sustainable Use of Abandoned Mines 
in the SADC Region

Science-Business-Society Dialogue

Frank Winde
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Mining shaped our history …
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… and will continue to do so
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Mining and Energy 

Renewable Energy: resource use per energy 
unit increases

+ 
Rising resource demand by growing population

(high tech metals…)

Coal

Oil/ gas

Uranium

Rare Earth Elements

magnets:
neodymium

solar panels:
tellurium (3 x rarer than Au)

gallium, indium, titanium ...

batteries: lithium ...
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Minas de Rio Tinto (Spain)

2 mio t Ag
>5000 a old
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…abandoned mines

Rio Tinto (‘Red river’), Spain (2006)

West Rand, South Africa 
(2004) 

18 Winze



7Water Wheel 3/2011

ca. 6000 abandoned (derelict & ownerless) 
mines in South Africa
 only 5 remediated so far (R 42m)
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Canada: 
10,139

Japan: 
5500

Australia: >4500

USA: 
557,650

South Africa: ~6000

Sweden: 1000

Ireland: 128

Chile: >330

… a problem of truly global dimensions (U.S. EPA)

of which 4100 are uranium mines

USA: nearly 20,000 km of AMD polluted rivers

SADC
16 x member states
277 mio. people
 diamonds, Au, Pt…
yet one of poorest 
region 
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Affected communities 
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The legacy of mining is a lasting affair…

German Ruhrgebiet (hard coal mining):
 closes 2018 after >150 years
 2016: 180 Ml/d pumped mine water
 long-term: ~250 Ml/d 
= € 100 m/a (R 1.6 bn/a)
 ‘Ewigkeitslasten’ 
(eternal burden)

 new solutions needed: theme of this conference
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This conference

Main focus
- innovative approaches to achieve a sustainable after-use of exhausted mines 
 sustainable in economic and ecologic terms

“If the mines couldn’t lift us up while they were still making money – how can we trust 
them doing this once they no longer mine?

Structure (31 x papers, 4 x panel discussions)

Sessions I+II: Nature and magnitude the problem: raising awareness

Sessions III+IV: International experiences in remediation: case studies

Sessions V-VII: Technological solutions: converting liabilities into assets

Session VIII:  Implementing solutions: social and legal aspects

Session IX: Wrap up, lessons learned: conference resolution
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Science
 technologies, solutions

Mines
 implementing agent

Policy making
 enabling force

Civil society
 social license  

Sustainable use 
of abandoned/ 

exhausted
mines

This conference
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We wish you all
a memorable and 

successful conference!
 


